Introduction. In this work we are concerned with integrals of the form loc (Q) , and (p x is the (almost everywhere defined) matrix function (d^/oxj). Here ƒ is a realvalued function onQxi? n xM" xm , where M nxm is the space ofnxm matrices. Such integrals arise in the analysis of various variational problems. The success of the analysis, by direct methods, of nonparametric variational problems, where it is appropriate to make direct convexity hypotheses on/(x, z, • ), is well known. In contrast, the study of parametric variational problems by these methods has been less successful. In this latter class of problems, which includes Plateau's problem, the fact that the integral has special behavior under transformation of independent variables implies that the integrand cannot possess the strong type of convexity properties referred to above. Only for the case m = 2 has there been available a lower semicontinuity result for such problems, in what would seem to be their natural context, namely with <p continuous and belonging to W^ (Q) n and with sequences {tp k } converging uniformly to q>. An important example due to Besicovitch [1] [5] and Morrey [7] , combined with a measure-geometric estimate for mappings q> e W^Qf n C(Q)", p> m. This estimate, together with a few additional results concerning mappings <p of this type, is presented in the first part of this note.
Among these results we mention an elementary change of variables formula for integrals involving mappings <p eWp (Q) n *n C(Q) n , p > m, and a related generalization of Sard's lemma. The change of variables formula is based on a theorem of Fédérer [3] and extends a result of Rado and Reichelderfer [8] .
Complete proofs and related results will appear elsewhere.
Transformations in Wl(Q)
n , p > m. We adopt the convention that whenever <p belongs to W\ (Q) w , p > m, it is taken to be the continuous representative of its equivalence class. The existence of such a representative is ensured by the embedding theorem.
Our first result is an estimate for the ^-measure of ^-images of measurable subsets of Q, where 3fP m denotes the m-dimensional Hausdorff measure in R n . THEOREM 
Suppose q>:Q-*R n belongs to W^Qf, p > m. Then S = <p(Q) is of finite ^"-measure and for every $£'"-measurable subset A <= Q one has
r /• "I m/p (1.1) Jf m (<p(A)) S €(m,p)<Z m {AY- mlp M \<PÀ*)\ P d<? m (x) .
COROLLARY 2. If A <= Q is <£ "-measurable, then <p(A) is ^"-measurable.
The proof of Theorem 1 can be reduced to the case where A is open. We partition A into (half open) cubes {Q j }jzi> By using a variant of Poincaré's lemma for Wp(£î) (e.g., [7, p. 83]) we obtain for each of these cubes the estimate 
For our next result we introduce the following notation (see [3] ). We set, for (p as above, A <= Q and y eR", N(<p|,4, y) = cardinality{ç>~ 1 (y) n ,4}. In addition, for any P e M" xm we denote (7 m (P) = (£ A (X A )
, where {X x } are the m x m minors of the matrix P. Note that by a result of Morrey [6] (see also Gagliardo [4] ) <p x , and hence J m q> = <r m (<p x ), is defined i? m -a.e. in Q, where the partial derivatives are taken in the classical sense. THEOREM 
(CHANGE OF VARIABLES). Let <p be as in Theorem 1 and let g : <p(CÏ) -> R be an ^"-measurable function. If A is an J#"-measurable subset of Q, the formula (1.7) f g(y)N(<p\A, y) d3e m (y) = f g(<p(x))J m <p(x) d^m(x)

J<P(A) J A is valid, whenever one of the two sides is meaningful.
REMARK. For the case n = m = 2, this result was proved by Rado and Reichelderfer [8, p. 438] . Actually, it is easily seen that their proof also gives the result for the case n = m ^ 2.
When n ^ m, formula (1. The particular case ƒ (z, P) = cr m (P), which occurs in the Plateau problem, is easily seen to satisfy (2.1)-(2.4)
We now give our basic semicontinuity result. 
THEOREM 3 (LOWER SEMICONTINUITY
Observe that one can restrict attention to cases in which the right side of (2.5) is finite. It is then sufficient to verify (2.5) for subdomains Q' for which H'<= Q. The proof utilizes the following lemmas. We follow [7] in denoting the Jacobian det(^ J by d^ldx. In the proof of Lemma 1 we utilize Theorem 1 together with a characterization of Sobolev spaces due to Morrey [6] and Gagliardo [4] to show that almost all hyperplanes x l = const, i = 1,..., m, are mapped by ^ into ^f m -null sets. Lemma 2 is an extension along the lines of [7] of a result due to McShane [5] .
Our final result involves an extension of the functional I f , given on W^flf n C(Q) M by
/>,Q)= f f(<p(x\(p x (x))d<? m (xl Ja
to all of C(Q) n along the lines of the definition of Lebesgue-Fréchet area (see Serrin [9] , and [7, p. 353]).
